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All these options can also be set interactively using the context menu for the plot. (Only the choices 
of colours are reduced.)

We can input a function instead of an expression.





Another possibility is to plot data. Here we need to give two vectors (or lists) containing the -
coordinates and the -coordinates.

We probably do not want lines here.



Or, probably (I will not discuss the "Statistics" package in detail):



We can use data plots to draw arbitrary shapes:





We can combine several functions in one plot by using lists:



We may also give options to the individual functions.



Another way to plot more than one function is to prepare the plots separately and to combine them 
later. Recall the use of colons to suppress output. I will not cover the "CurveFitting" package in more
detail.
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Plot can be exported to files using either the context menu or using the "plotsetup" command: The 
following command will cause all subsequent plots being written to the EPS (encapsulated 
postscript) file "plot.eps":



Maple supports various output formats. Among them are EPS, JPEG, GIF, BMP and ASCII. See

for more information.

To have to plots displayed in Maple again, use



3D-Plots



(Click and drag the plot in order to rotate it.)

As for 2D-plots there are a number of style options:





Maple can do parametric plots as well:

Also, Maple knows a couple of different coordinate systems (the default being Cartesian 
coordinates). 





Implicit plots

Maple can draw implicit plots. The necessary function is in the "plots" package. We import is using 
the "with" command:



The plot is quite rough here, we have to use a finer grid.





Animations

Maple can create animations:



We will learn more about the "seq" command in the programming part of the lecture.

Another example use normal plots to show how the function  is approximated by its Taylor 
series.



(Click on the plot in order to make the play button appear on the top of the screen.)

Also 3D-Plots can be animated:
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Animations can be exported as GIFFs.

Other kinds of plots

There are a lot of other kinds of plots which Maple can do. We just present a few random examples:
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Maple's "Plotting Guide" gives an extensive overview over the different kinds of plots Maple is able 
to do:

Exercises

Use Maple to do a curve sketching (ie, symmetries, roots, discontinuities, extrem points, limits, 

graph) for, eg, .

Use Maple to compute a polynomial  of degree 4 such that , , , 
,  in at least 3 different ways. Plot the data points and your solution.

Use Maple to compute a fundamental system for the linear ODE . (Hint: You 
may want to look at the help pages.)
Find an interesting problem and solve it with Maple.


